
Be unique.  
Think outside the box!

800-343-8823

2-Piece Telescope, Curl & Disc
2-piece telescope with paper curl-
and-disc rolled edge enclosures; 
convolute label on bottom tube; 
silver foil spiral outer wrap on top 
tube; die cut disc with ribbon loop.  
 
Dimensions: 1.5” x 4.125” IH x 1” IH

What’s In the Box Sample Kit Contents
Thank you for requesting the Custom Paper Tubes’ Sample Kit.  This kit contains a variety of paper tube packaging and enclosure 
styles to provide you with a small representation of our custom packaging design and manufacturing capabilities and options.  All 
of our paper tube packaging is custom made to order in a range of diameters from 3/4” - 5”.  Below, you will find a brief description of 
the tubes provided in the sample kit.  The numbers below correspond with the numbers on the back of each sample tube.

3-Piece Telescope, Metal Ends
3-piece telescope with crimped 
metal ends; convolute label on top 
and bottom outer tubes; kraft spiral 
outer wrap on insert tube. 
 
Dimensions: 1.25” x 4.5” IH

3-Piece Telescope, Curl & Disc
3-piece telescope with paper curl-
and-disc rolled edge enclosures; 
convolute label on top and bottom 
outer tubes; kraft spiral outer wrap 
on insert tube; custom stamped logo 
on top disc.  
 
Dimensions: 2.125” x 5” IH

1.625” Shaker Top
Single tube construction; shaker 
top with friction fit talc plug on 
bottom; convolute label; food grade 
greaseproof liner.  
 
Dimensions: 1.625” x 3”

1.875” Talc Shaker Top
Single tube construction; talc shaker 
top with friction fit talc plug bottom; 
convolute label; food grade silver foil 
liner.  
 
Dimensions: 1.875” x 5”

Paper Cap Ends
Single tube construction; paper cap 
top and bottom; convolute label; 
food grade silver foil liner.  
 
Dimensions: 3” x 5” IH

Metal Bottom/Metal Plug Top
Single tube construction; seamed 
metal bottom, friction fit metal plug 
top; convolute label; food grade 
greaseproof liner.  
 
Dimensions: 3” x 5.313” IH
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